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About This Game

A rabbit's house is being attacked by reptile menaces from another dimension. With advanced portal technology, they can
achieve conquest of the entire planet! In retaliation, the rabbit has decided to gather carrots to exchange for weapons which may

allow him to fend off this threat. Will he be able to succeed in his mission and return home?

Further details:

 avoid the reptiles and gather the carrots

 pass through enemy portals to close them

 save the world by using the weapons, and then you can finally return to your home

 first-person perspective immersion places you in the heat of the fight, use your fighting instinct to win the fight

Fun for any age, and a challenging game!
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Title: The Return Home Remastered
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AL-GAME
Publisher:
Displacement Studios
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 2.5 Ghz or faster processor (Intel) / 3.5 Ghz or faster processor (AMD)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB RAM / Widescreen

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: optional

Additional Notes: These specifications might cause a slow loading time.
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the return home remastered

Very fun FPS even today. I have no idea whats going on, but i think i like it. It's Bejeweled Twist meets RPG. It has a story to it
which is kind of confusing but is entertaining to watch as it progresses even though this is a game you would have to play twice
to really understand what is going on. It didnt take long to beat. The cut-scenes were lame.The battling with Bejeweled was alot
of fun with this game, its a casual game that can be hard to put down. The game can feel repetitive after awhile of playing it
with monster after monster coming at you. Some of the levels turn into puzzles as you have to figure out which way to go. Make
sure you are into Bejeweled games before you take on this one. It was fun and I enjoyed the journey with this game. I
recommend getting this one on sale when it comes around. Ive enjoyed this casual game and I know you will too.. It is extremely
hard to find opponents to fight against. And this is a sort of a game which doesn't require you to play tons of hours to write
correct reveiw .
The controls are clumsy and there's no controller support at all which is weird because it's a fighting game.
Bad netcode. Bad graphics.. Honestly. I bought the game becuase it was 19c and the cards for profit but this game is rather fun.
Between the early final fantasy style gameplay and the tounge in cheek explanations for bugs using the glitch fairy has made for
a very nice game.. Voted to be on steam through Greenlight

Thanks Community... ya bunch of reckless\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Seemed like a fun casual
game so I bought it. It turned out to be a fun casual game. Only problem is, it's broken. Using a good portion of weapons will
cause horrible stuttering (no matter the machine you're running it on). Bug was reported almost a month ago but wasn't fixed or
even acknowledged by the devs, so no, I don't recommend this one to anyone in the current state.
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Really liked this little game! Short but worth the price, especially on sale. Not overly challenging and the end of the game was
very satisfying. I will look forward to more games by this developer.. Ineffective movement, slow as watching paint dry. The
fact that I could get stuck in boxes or crates ruined the immersion for me. Also, the curtains do not move in any special way, I
just went through them like a ghost.

Sorry, despite the nice graphics, these details ruined it for me.. I felt like I was the starring role in a movie. It was so much fun.
Making choices that matter, difficult decisions, and how it follows up magnificently from the previous parts of the trilogy.

All 3 of them are well worth enjoying and this one is the summit of their storytelling and masterful working of emotion, feeling
and expression.

To anyone who enjoys stories and superheroics, I can't recommend this or its predecessors highly enough.. Pleasant enough.
You get to ride down a river (good water graphics) while looking at tree covered hills (average graphics even with clarity turned
up), but if you set the time of day to dusk you really dont notice.

The only thing letting it down is the music. It sounds like something you would get at the end of a really emotional movie, you
know the one where they saved the world but one of the main characters died.... anyway you cannot turn it off and it is on
perpertual loop. Spoils the serenity of the thing.

Will play with this occasionally on mute, and pipe some classical music thru my stereo instead.... This is a superb American
Football simulation. The user interface has been updated and is excellent and the attention to detail to plays you can call is
amazing. The whole game is so realistic. You can coach your team through as many seasons as you want with a great draft
system to improve your squad and build a dynasty. You can even just watch simulated games. Another great feature is you can
have unlimited leagues, edit teams and player names and attributes.

Highly recommended. Absolutely love the game!. Playing on vive, freezes up after 5 minutes if I'm lucky. Not to mention you
can't actually exit the game. So I then have to completely shut down VR and boot it back up every time I play. Gift this to
someone you want to♥♥♥♥♥♥off.
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